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In this work we explore the applicability of a special gluon mass generating mechanism in the context of
the linear covariant gauges. In particular, the implementation of the Schwinger mechanism in pure Yang-
Mills theories hinges crucially on the inclusion of massless bound-state excitations in the fundamental
nonperturbative vertices of the theory. The dynamical formation of such excitations is controlled by a
homogeneous linear Bethe-Salpeter equation, whose nontrivial solutions have been studied only in the
Landau gauge. Here, the form of this integral equation is derived for general values of the gauge-fixing
parameter, under a number of simplifying assumptions that reduce the degree of technical complexity. The
kernel of this equation consists of fully dressed gluon propagators, for which recent lattice data are used as
input, and of three-gluon vertices dressed by a single form factor, which is modeled by means of certain
physically motivated Ansätze. The gauge-dependent terms contributing to this kernel impose considerable
restrictions on the infrared behavior of the vertex form factor; specifically, only infrared finite Ansätze are
compatible with the existence of nontrivial solutions. When such Ansätze are employed, the numerical
study of the integral equation reveals a continuity in the type of solutions as one varies the gauge-fixing
parameter, indicating a smooth departure from the Landau gauge. Instead, the logarithmically divergent
form factor displaying the characteristic “zero crossing,” while perfectly consistent in the Landau gauge,
has to undergo a dramatic qualitative transformation away from it, in order to yield acceptable solutions.
The possible implications of these results are briefly discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.034017
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, numerous large-volume lattice simula-
tions in the Landau gauge, both for SU(2) [1–4] and SU(3)
[5–8], have firmly established that the scalar form factor of
the gluon propagator, to be denoted by Δðq2Þ, saturates at a
finite (nonvanishing) value in the deep infrared (IR), i.e.,
Δð0Þ ¼ c > 0. Even though this particular theoretical
possibility had been anticipated in a variety of works
spanning several decades [9–25], the paradigm-shifting
nature of this result sparked intense activity among QCD
practitioners, and several distinct mechanisms have been
put forth in order to explain it and explore its relation with
other fundamental phenomena, such as confinement, chiral
symmetry breaking, and hadron formation [26–51].
Of course, as is well known, Green’s functions depend in
general on the gauge-fixing scheme used for the quantiza-
tion of the theory and the gauge-fixing parameter chosen
within a given scheme. In one of the most commonly used
gauge-fixing procedures, the linear covariant (or Rξ)
gauges [52], the corresponding term that must be added
to the standard Yang-Mills Lagrangian is given by
1
2ξ ð∂μAaμÞ2, where ξ represents the gauge-fixing parameter;
some characteristic values include the aforementioned
Landau gauge (ξ ¼ 0) and the Feynman gauge (ξ ¼ 1).
Therefore, one important question that arises naturally in
this context is whether the observed IR finiteness of the
gluon propagator is particular to the Landau gauge, or
whether it persists away from it.
It turns out that recent studies in this direction indicate
that this particular property does in fact survive even if
ξ ≠ 0. At the level of lattice simulations, the implementa-
tion of a novel algorithm [53] revealed the same feature in
gluon propagators with minute positive values of ξ [54]. A
stronger indication was found in the simulations of [55],
where the IR finiteness of the gluon propagators was
confirmed1 for values of the ξ ranging within the interval
[0,0.5]. In addition, in [56] was argued that the Nielsen
identities [57] support this general picture, but no particular
statement was made regarding the explicit influence of the
gauge-fixing parameter on the underlying dynamics.
Finally, massive propagators for general ξ have been
derived in [58,59], within the refined Gribov-Zwanziger
framework [34].
1To be sure, the saturation point itself is not fixed but varies as
a function of ξ, decreasing as ξ increases. What seems to be ξ
independent, however, is the qualitative property of IR saturation
at a nonvanishing value.
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In a series of articles [51,60,61], a particular framework
for the study of the IR finiteness of the gluon propagator
has been elaborated, which constitutes a particular reali-
zation of the Schwinger mechanism in a non-Abelian
context [9,62–67]. A central ingredient of this approach
is the dynamical formation of longitudinally coupled
massless bound-state excitations, whose main effect is to
introduce poles in the nonperturbative vertices of the
theory. The inclusion of these poles enables the evasion
of a powerful ξ-independent cancellation operating at the
level of the Schwinger-Dyson equation (SDE) for Δðq2Þ,
which would have otherwise forced the exact vanishing
of Δ−1ð0Þ [51]. Thus, in the context of this particular
mechanism, the gluon mass generation, i.e., the property
Δ−1ð0Þ ¼ m2, is intimately connected with the ability of
the theory to create such massless poles dynamically.
Their actual formation is governed by a homogeneous
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), whose solutions determine
the so-called “bound-state wave function”: if the BSE
admits nontrivial solutions, the mass generation mechanism
is activated; in the contrary case of obtaining only an
identically vanishing solution, the formation of such
bound-state excitations is not dynamically realized, and
no gluon mass can be possibly generated.
This particular BSE has been solved under certain
simplifying approximations only in the Landau gauge,
where the generation of nontrivial solutions has indeed
been established [60,61]; however, no analogous study has
ever been carried out for ξ ≠ 0. The purpose of the present
work is to provide the first preliminary exploration of this
important theoretical issue. In particular, in what follows
we will derive the BSE for general values of ξ in the context
of a pure Yang-Mills theory (no quarks) and then analyze
under what conditions we may obtain from it nontrivial
solutions, at least for the values of ξ within the interval
[0, 0.5.], used in the lattice simulations of [55].
From the purely conceptual point of view, the steps that
lead to the BSE in question, as well as the connection of its
solutions to the value of Δ−1ð0Þ, do not depend on the
particular choice of the gauge-fixing parameter; what
changes with respect to the Landau gauge is rather the
explicit form of the kernel appearing in the BSE. This
kernel is in general composed of full gluon propagators [see
Eq. (2.1)] and three-gluon vertices; the latter are assumed to
be proportional to their tree-level tensors and are multiplied
by a global form factor, to be denoted by f, which “dresses”
them with nonperturbative effects [see Eq. (4.3)]. It turns
out that away from the Landau gauge a proliferation of
terms is produced, proportional to various powers of ξ,
stemming from the nontransverse parts of the gluon
propagators entering into the kernel. The effect of these
new terms is not only quantitative, in the sense of giving
rise to more complicated algebraic expressions, but also
qualitative, given that one of them turns out to be more
divergent in the IR than all the others. This fact may be
understood by noting that, whereas the Landau gauge parts
contribute to the kernel an effectively massive propagator
[i.e., the Δðk2Þ, assuming that the mass is indeed gen-
erated], the corresponding ξ-dependent parts furnish a
massless one (i.e., 1=k2, even if the mass is generated).
As we will see, the accumulation of such “massless
propagators” is more acute in the term with the maximum
power of ξ, namely ξ3, which becomes potentially “unsta-
ble.” Specifically, when the f employed is finite in the IR,
this particular term does not affect qualitatively the
situation; however, when f diverges logarithmically (as
indicated by a variety of recent studies [68–74]), the form
of the ξ3 term “destabilizes” the solution of the BSE.
Given the above observations, we have evaluated the
BSE kernel using as input the Δðq2; ξÞ from the lattice [55]
but have employed qualitatively distinct Ansätze for f.
In particular, we used (i) two functional forms for f,
sharing the common characteristic of being finite at the
origin, and (ii) an Ansatz for f that reverses sign in the IR
(“zero crossing”) and diverges logarithmically as it
approaches the origin.
The main conclusions that can be drawn from the
analysis of these two cases are completely different.
In case (i), the changes induced to the BSE by the fact
that the Δðq2; ξÞ become gradually suppressed as ξ
increases [55] may be “reabsorbed” into mild modifications
in the form of f, such that eventually a solution for each
value of ξ within the interval [0, 0.5.] may be found. In that
sense, the departure from the Landau gauge is rather
smooth and completely stable, and the term proportional
to ξ3 remains under control.
The situation in case (ii) is far more intriguing. Plainly,
the IR divergence of f, combined with the destabilizing
tendency of the ξ3 term, prevents the BSE from having a
nontrivial solution away from the Landau gauge. To over-
come this difficulty, one has to postulate that the loga-
rithmic divergence of f is very particular to the Landau
gauge, and, as one departs from it, f reaches negative but
finite values at the origin. After imposing this special
assumption on f, one finds again nontrivial solutions for
the BSE, which vary mildly as functions of ξ and are very
similar to that obtained in the Landau gauge (with the
divergent f).
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present a
brief introduction to the main concepts underlying the
present work, with particular emphasis on the notions
related with the bound-state poles. Then, in Sec. III, we
derive the general expression of the transition amplitude, an
indispensable ingredient of the present approach, for a
general value of the gauge-fixing parameter ξ. In Sec. IV
we undertake the rather laborious task of deriving the BSE
that controls the generation of the massless bound-state
excitations, using certain simplifying assumptions regard-
ing the structure of its kernel. Even though the calculation
is carried out for a general ξ, a particular type of
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contributions is eventually neglected, in order to reduce the
level of technical complexity. Next, in Sec. V we carry out a
detailed numerical analysis of the BSE derived in the
previous section, using a variety of Ansätze for the vertex
form factors appearing in its kernel and focusing on the
conditions that must be satisfied in order to obtain non-
trivial solutions. Then, in Sec. VI we discuss the similarities
and differences between the BSEs studied here and those
associated with the formation of glueballs. Finally, in
Sec. VII we present our conclusions.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
In this section we introduce the necessary notation and
conventions and review the main features of the general
theoretical framework that will be employed throughout
this work.
The gluon propagator in the Rξ gauges is given by (we
suppress the color factor δab)
ΔμνðqÞ¼−i

Δðq2ÞPμνðqÞþξ
qμqν
q4

; PμνðqÞ¼gμν−
qμqν
q2
;
ð2:1Þ
with inverse
Δ−1νρ ðqÞ ¼ i½Δ−1ðq2ÞPνρðqÞ þ ξ−1qνqρ: ð2:2Þ
The function Δðq2Þ is related to the gluon self-energy
ΠμνðqÞ ¼ PμνðqÞΠðq2Þ through Δ−1ðq2Þ ¼ q2 þ iΠðq2Þ.
Note that Πðq2Þ, and therefore also Δðq2Þ, depend explic-
itly on the value of ξ, i.e., Δðq2Þ ¼ Δðq2; ξÞ; in what
follows this dependence will be displayed only when it is
deemed to be conceptually advantageous.
Let us next consider the conventional SDE of the gluon
propagator, valid for any value of the gauge-fixing param-
eter, namely
Δ−1ðq2ÞPμνðqÞ ¼ q2PμνðqÞ þ i
X5
i¼1
ðaiÞμν; ð2:3Þ
where the diagrams ðaiÞ are shown in Fig. 1.
In what follows we concentrate on the type of solutions
of this SDE that display the characteristic feature of IR
saturation, which may be interpreted as the result of the
nonperturbative generation of an effective gluon mass. As
has been shown in a series of previous works [9,11,32,51],
the existence of such solutions requires the inclusion of
terms proportional to 1=q2 in the fully dressed vertices
appearing in the diagrams of Fig. 1. Even though in
principle the three main vertices entering into the gluon
SDE may contain such massless poles, in what follows we
will restrict our attention to the case of the three-gluon
vertex, Γμαβðq; r; pÞ, with qþ rþ p ¼ 0.
In particular, following [51], we will separate the vertex
into two distinct parts, namely
Γμαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ Γnpμαβðq; r; pÞ þ Γpμαβðq; r; pÞ; ð2:4Þ
where the superscripts “np” and “p” stand for “no-pole”
parts and “pole” parts, respectively. The part Γnpμαβ may be
expanded in the “naive” basis used in [51] or in the well-
known “longitudinal” and “transverse” basis of Ball and
Chiu [75]. The important point is that, since the form
factors multiplying the 14 possible tensors of either basis
do not contain poles of the type 1=q2, Γnpμαβ is “inert” as far
as the mass generation is concerned. In fact, under
exactly analogous assumptions for the form factors of
FIG. 1. The standard SDE for the gluon self-energy in the absence of quarks (pure Yang-Mills theory). White (colored) circles denote
fully dressed propagators (vertices).
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the ghost-gluon and four-gluon vertices entering into the
SDE of Fig. 1, certain crucial identities are triggered, which
enforce the exact relation2 Δ−1ð0Þ ¼ 0.
Turning to the component Γpμαβ, since the origin of the
poles contained in it is attributed to the formation of
massless excitations, it is natural to employ the language
of bound states in order to describe its structure.
Specifically, Γpμαβ is composed of three fundamental ingre-
dients, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2: (i) The universal
nonperturbative transition amplitude, to be denoted by
IμðqÞ, which connects, in all possible ways, a single gluon
to the massless excitation, (ii) the scalar massless
excitation, whose propagator furnishes the pole i=q2,
and (iii) the “bound-state wave function” (or “proper vertex
function” [65]), to be denoted by Bαβ, which connects the
massless excitation to the two gluons (carrying momentum
r and p). Thus one has (suppressing the fabc on both sides)
Γpμαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ IμðqÞ ×
i
q2
× iBαβðq; r; pÞ: ð2:5Þ
Clearly, due to Lorentz invariance,
IμðqÞ ¼ qμIðq2Þ; ð2:6Þ
and Γpμαβðq; r; pÞ is longitudinally coupled in the q channel,
as required [9,64–67].
The tensorial decomposition of the vertex Bαβðq; r; pÞ is
given by
Bαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ B1gαβ þ B2pαpβ þ B3rαrβ
þ B4rαpβ þ B5pαrβ; ð2:7Þ
where the form factors Bi ¼ Biðq; r; pÞ are constrained by
the Bose symmetry of Bαβ with respect to the exchange of
FIG. 2. The decomposition of the three-gluon vertex Γ into its regular and pole part (first line) and the approximate version of this
equation used in the paper (second line).
2In [51] the demonstration of this relation was carried out
within the background-field method, where the right external leg
entering into all fully dressed vertices of Fig. 1 is a background
gluon. The advantage of the background-field framework in this
context is that the realization of the so-called “seagull cancella-
tions” becomes far more transparent. Given that in the present
work we are not interested in this particular aspect of the problem
and that the background and conventional Green’s functions are
related by exact symmetry identities [76], we have opted for the
standard formulation of Yang-Mills theory.
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the two gluon fields. In particular, given that the color
factor fabc has been factored out, Bose symmetry requires
that, under the simultaneous exchange α↔ β and r↔ p,
we must have
Bαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ −Bβαðq; p; rÞ; ð2:8Þ
which implies that
Bαβð0;−p; pÞ ¼ 0: ð2:9Þ
At the level of the individual form factors, Eq. (2.8)
imposes the constraints
Biðq; p; rÞ ¼ −Biðq; r; pÞ; i ¼ 1; 4; 5;
B2ðq; p; rÞ ¼ −B3ðq; r; pÞ; ð2:10Þ
which imply that, at q ¼ 0,
Bið0;−p; pÞ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 4; 5;
B2ð0;−p; pÞ ¼ −B3ð0;−p; pÞ: ð2:11Þ
Note that, at the formal level, all the aforementioned
structural characteristics, known from the various analyses
specialized in the Landau gauge [60,61], are straightfor-
wardly generalized to an arbitrary value of the gauge-fixing
parameter, and the nontrivial dependence on ξ is com-
pletely implicit. However, as we will see in what follows,
the various sources of ξ dependence become evident as
soon as the explicit evaluation of any of the above
quantities is undertaken.
It turns out that the saturation point of the gluon
propagator, Δð0Þ, and the value of the form factor of the
transition amplitude at the origin, Ið0Þ, are related by the
simple formula
Δ−1ð0Þ ¼ g2I2ð0Þ; ð2:12Þ
where g is the gauge coupling. This compact equation dates
back to the pioneering work of [66], and its detailed
derivation in the specialized context of gluon mass gen-
eration has been presented in [61].
In the following analysis we will simplify the situation
by retaining only the contribution to IμðqÞ originating from
the graph shown in the second line of Fig. 2, to be denoted
by I1μðqÞ, and its scalar form factor I1ðq2Þ. Then, the exact
relation given in Eq. (2.12) is replaced by the approximate
formula
Δ−1ð0Þ ≈ g2I21ð0Þ; ð2:13Þ
which will be employed in the present work.
III. THE TRANSITION AMPLITUDE
FOR GENERAL ξ
In this section we consider the transition amplitude
I1μðqÞ, shown in Fig. 2, and derive a formula that expresses
I1ð0Þ in terms of the form factors Bi, for a general value of
the gauge-fixing parameter ξ.
As already mentioned, Lorentz invariance implies that
I1μðqÞ ¼ qμI1ðqÞ, so that the scalar part of this amplitude is
readily found to be
I1ðq2Þ ¼
i
2
CA
qμ
q2
Z
k
Γð0Þμγδðq; k;−q − kÞΔγρðkÞΔδσ
× ðqþ kÞBσρðq;−k − q; kÞ; ð3:1Þ
where we have introduced the dimensional regularization
integral measure
Z
k
≡ μ
ϵ
ð2πÞd
Z
ddk; ð3:2Þ
with μ the ’t Hooft mass and d ¼ 4 − ϵ the space-time
dimension.
In order to obtain I1ð0Þ, one must carry out a Taylor
expansion of the integrand around q ¼ 0, as the presence of
the q2 pole on the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (3.1) prevents
its direct evaluation. In particular, making use of Eq. (2.9),
it is easy to establish that
I1ðq2Þ¼
i
2
CA
qμqλ
q2
Z
k
Γð0Þμγδð0;k;−kÞΔγρðkÞΔδσðkÞ
∂Bσρ
∂qλ

q¼0
þOðq2Þ: ð3:3Þ
The integral appearing on the rhs of Eq. (3.3) has two free
Lorentz indices, μ and λ, and no momentum scale; there-
fore, it can only be proportional to gμλ, i.e.,
I1ð0Þ ¼
i
2d
CA
Z
k
Γð0Þμγδð0; k;−kÞΔγρðkÞΔδσðkÞ
∂Bσρ
∂qμ

q¼0
:
ð3:4Þ
Then, setting r ¼ −k − q and p ¼ k in the general decom-
position of Eq. (2.7), we find
∂Bσρ
∂qμ

q¼0
¼ 2B01kμgσρ þ 2ðB02 þ B03 − B04 − B05Þkμkσkρ
þ B¯3ðkρgμσ þ kσgμρÞ; ð3:5Þ
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to
ðkþ qÞ2 and subsequently taking the limit q → 0,
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f0ð−k; kÞ≡ lim
q→0
∂fðq;−k − q; kÞ
∂ðkþ qÞ2

; ð3:6Þ
and we have set B¯3 ≡ B3ð0; k;−kÞ.
Our final step will be to substitute the rhs of Eq. (3.5)
into Eq. (3.4) and make use of the elementary identities
kμΓð0Þμγδð0; k;−kÞ ¼ 2k2PγδðkÞ;
kγΓð0Þμγδð0; k;−kÞ ¼ −k2PμδðkÞ;
kδΓð0Þμγδð0; k;−kÞ ¼ −k2PγμðkÞ: ð3:7Þ
Evidently, the term proportional to B1 activates the first
identity in Eq. (3.7), and therefore the longitudinal terms
ξkγkρ=k4 and ξkδkσ=k4 contained in ΔγρðkÞ and ΔδσðkÞ,
respectively, vanish. In addition, the term in Eq. (3.5)
proportional to kμkσkρ vanishes, again due to the fact that
the first identity Eq. (3.7) is triggered by kμ, while
kσkρΔγρðkÞΔδσðkÞ ¼ ξ2kγkδ=k4. The contribution of the
term proportional to B¯3 may be obtained following similar
considerations, employing the second and third identities in
Eq. (3.7). Thus, one finally reaches the expression
I1ð0Þ ¼ i
ðd− 1Þ
d
CA
Z
k
Δðk2Þ½ξB¯3ðk2Þ− 2k2Δðk2ÞB01ðk2Þ:
ð3:8Þ
In order to further evaluate the rhs of Eq. (3.8), additional
information on the behavior of the form factors B01ðk2Þ and
B¯3ðk2Þ is required. As we will see in the next section, the
BSE that controls the dynamics of the vertex function Bαβ
will furnish the approximate form of B01ðk2Þ, whereas, in
the simplifying scheme that we will employ, B¯3ðk2Þ will be
simply neglected throughout.
IV. THE BSE OF THE MASSLESS BOUND-STATE
POLES FOR GENERAL ξ
The BSE that determines Bαβ may be derived following
the procedure first outlined in [65] andmore recently in [60].
Specifically, the main steps may be summarized as follows.
(1) We begin with the SDE for the three-gluon vertex,
given pictorially in the first line of Fig. 2, and switch
to the BS version of the same equation (first line of
Fig. 3), by replacing the tree-level three-gluon vertex
Γð0Þ inside diagram (a1) by a fully dressed one, Γ,
and, correspondingly, the SD kernel by the BS
kernel.3
(2) The next step is to substitute the full Γ appearing on
both sides of the BSE by the rhs of Eq. (2.4),
multiply by q2 to eliminate the pole contained in Γp,
and take the limit of both sides as q → 0. In doing
so, the term q2Γnp vanishes faster than I1ðq2ÞBαβ
[we have used Eq. (2.5)]; indeed, up to possible IR
logarithmic divergences [68–74], the former term
vanishes as Oðq2Þ, while the latter as OðqÞ
[see Eq. (3.5)].
(3) Then, noticing that the factor I1 cancels from both
sides of the BSE, one finally arrives at [second line
of Fig. 3]
lim
q→0
Bamnαβ ðq; r; pÞ ¼ limq→0
Z
k
Babcγδ ðq; k;−k − qÞ
× ΔγρðkÞΔδσðkþ qÞ
×Kbmncραβσ ð−k; r; p; kþ qÞ

:
ð4:1Þ
Before entering into the algebraic details necessary for
the further evaluation of this equation, it is useful to identify
qualitatively the ways in which the deviations from the
Landau gauge are bound to manifest themselves.
Specifically, the BSE consists of three distinct parts:
(i) a part that retains the exact same form as in the
Landau gauge, but now the quantities involved depend
implicitly on ξ; we will refer to such terms as “Landau-
like.” (ii) In addition, the explicit ξ terms coming from the
gluon propagators will introduce new contributions that
may be classified into two types: (iia) contributions that still
involve the same unknown quantity as before; for example,
the BSE in the Landau gauge involves only the form factor
B1, because all others are annihilated by the transverse
projectors multiplying the gluon propagators. Now, that
particular form factor gets multiplied by various powers of
ξ (and modified combinations of Green’s functions). (iib) At
the same time, due to the nontransversality of the gluon
propagators, terms involving other components of Bαβ
(which are absent in the Landau-like part) make also their
appearance. Given the considerable technical complexity of
the problem at hand, in what follows we will restrict
ourselves to the study of the contributions (i ) and (iia) of the
BSE, neglecting all contributions that are of the type (iib).
To proceed further, let us approximate the four-gluon BS
kernel K by its lowest-order set of diagrams shown in
Fig. 4. Then, the contribution to the BSE (4.1) due to the
tree-level diagram (b1) is
ðb1Þ→ −
3
2
iCAg2famn
Z
k
Bγδðq; k;−k − qÞΔγρðkÞ
× Δδσðkþ qÞðgαρgβσ − gβρgασÞ: ð4:2Þ
3The BS and SD kernels are different, because certain classes
of diagrams, such as ladder graphs, which are allotted to the
“dressing” of the vertex, must be excluded from the BS kernel, in
order to avoid overcounting. For the general nonlinear integral
equation relating the two kernels see, e.g., [77] and [78].
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For the one-loop dressed diagrams (b2) and (b3), which carry a statistical factor of 1=2, we consider the internal
propagators to be fully dressed, whereas for the three-gluon vertex we use the Ansatz
Γμαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ fðrÞΓð0Þμαβðq; r; pÞ; ð4:3Þ
i.e., we multiply the three-level expression by a (possibly ξ-dependent) function of a single kinematic variable, which is
used to model in a tractable way some of the possible nonperturbative corrections associated with the full vertex. These two
diagrams contribute to (4.1) the term
ðb2Þ þ ðb3Þ→
1
4
g2CAfamn
Z
k
Bγδðq; k;−k − qÞΔγρðkÞΔδσðkþ qÞ
× ½f2ðk − rÞΓð0Þρμαð−k; k − r; rÞΓð0Þσνβðkþ q; r − k;−r − qÞΔμνðr − kÞ
− f2ðkþ qþ rÞΓð0Þρμβð−k; kþ qþ r;−r − qÞΓð0Þσναðkþ q;−r − k − q; rÞΔμνðkþ rþ qÞ: ð4:4Þ
Next, we expand both sides of (4.1) to leading order in q and take the limit q → 0; in addition, we isolate the B01
contribution by contracting with PαβðrÞ and finally neglect on the rhs all form factors and their derivatives except for B01;
this last step eliminates all contributions of the type (iib), as announced above. After implementing these operations, one
arrives at the result
FIG. 3. The BSE for the bound-state wave function Bαβ (lower line) is obtained by taking the q → 0 limit of the conventional BSE
satisfied by the full vertex Γ (upper line).
FIG. 4. The lowest-order approximation to the BSE kernel Kncbmσρνγ .
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3ðq · rÞB01ðr2Þ ¼
g2
4
CA
Z
k
ðq · kÞB01ðk2ÞΔρδðkÞΔδσðkÞPαβðrÞ½−6iðgαρgβσ − gβρgασÞ
þ f2ðk − rÞΓð0Þρμαð−k; k − r; rÞΓð0Þσνβðk; r − k;−rÞΔμνðr − kÞ
− f2ðkþ rÞΓð0Þρμβð−k; kþ r;−rÞΓð0Þσναðk;−r − k; rÞΔμνðkþ rÞ: ð4:5Þ
Finally, we notice that the first term in square brackets, coming from the tree-level diagram (b1), does not contribute to the
BSE for any value of ξ, whereas the simple change in the integration variable (k → −k) reveals that the last two terms are
equal and add up, to finally give
3ðq · rÞB01ðr2Þ ¼ −
g2
2
CAqλ
Z
k
B01ðk2ÞkλΔρδðkÞΔδσðkÞΔμνðkþ rÞPαβðrÞ
× f2ðkþ rÞΓð0Þρμβð−k; kþ r;−rÞΓð0Þσναðk;−r − k; rÞΔμνðkþ rÞ: ð4:6Þ
Evidently, the rhs integral displays only one free Lorentz index and the unique momentum scale r, so that it can only be
proportional to rλ; thus, the scalar product q · r drops out from both sides, and one is left with the final equation
B01ðr2Þ ¼ −
2π
3
αsCA
Z
k
r · k
r2
B01ðk2ÞΔρδðkÞΔδσðkÞΔμνðkþ rÞPαβðrÞ
× f2ðkþ rÞΓð0Þρμβð−k; kþ r;−rÞΓð0Þσναðk;−r − k; rÞΔμνðkþ rÞ
¼ 2π
3
αsCA
Z
k
B01ðk2Þ
X3
n¼0
ξnAnðr; kÞ; ð4:7Þ
where αs ¼ g2=4π, and
A0ðr; kÞ ¼
4ðr · kÞ½r2k2 − ðr · kÞ2
p2k2r2ðk − pÞ2 ½8p
2k2 þ 6ðr · kÞðr2 þ k2Þ þ 3ðr4 þ k4Þ þ ðr · kÞ2
× f2ðkþ rÞΔ2ðkÞΔðkþ rÞ;
A1ðr; kÞ ¼
ðr · kÞðk2 − r2Þ2
r2ðkþ rÞ4

2þ ðr · kÞ
2
k2p2

f2ðkþ rÞΔ2ðkÞ;
A2ðr; kÞ ¼
ðr · kÞ½ðkþ rÞ2 − r22
k6r2

3 −
r2k2 − ðr · kÞ2
ðkþ rÞ2p2

f2ðkþ rÞΔðkþ rÞ;
A3ðr; kÞ ¼
ðr · kÞ½r2k2 − ðr · kÞ2
k6ðkþ rÞ4 f
2ðkþ rÞ: ð4:8Þ
Passing Eq. (4.7) to Euclidean space, where
R
d4k → i
R
d4kE, requires use of the standard transformation rules
ðk2; r2; k · rÞ → −ðk2E; r2E; kE · rEÞ, with k2E; r2E ≥ 0, together with Δð−k2EÞ→ −ΔEðk2EÞ and B01ð−k2EÞ → −B01Eðk2EÞ.
Dropping the subscript “E” throughout, writing the integration measure in spherical coordinates,
Z
d4kE
ð2πÞ4 ¼
1
ð2πÞ3
Z
∞
0
dyy
Z
π
0
dθsin2θ; ð4:9Þ
and setting
x≡ r2; y≡ k2; z≡ ðrþ kÞ2 ¼ xþ yþ 2 ffiffiffiffiffixyp cos θ; ð4:10Þ
the BSE of Eq. (4.7) becomes then
B01ðxÞ ¼ −
αsCA
12π2
Z
∞
0
dyB01ðyÞ
Z
π
0
dθsin2θ cos θ
X
n¼0
ξnAnðx; y; θÞ; ð4:11Þ
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with4
A0 ¼ ysin2θ

zþ 10ðxþ yÞ þ 1
z
ðx2 þ y2 þ 10xyÞ
 ffiffiffi
y
x
r
f2ðzÞΔ2ðyÞΔðzÞ;
A1 ¼ yðy − xÞ2ð2þ cos2θÞ
ffiffiffi
y
x
r
f2ðzÞΔ
2ðyÞ
z2
;
A2 ¼ y

1þ 2
ffiffiffi
x
y
r
cos θ

2
ð3z − ysin2θÞ
ffiffiffi
y
x
r
f2ðzÞΔðzÞ
zy
;
A3 ¼
x2
yz2
ffiffiffi
y
x
r
f2ðzÞsin2θ: ð4:12Þ
Before proceeding to the numerical treatment of the equation found, let us study its IR limit. To that end, we carry out the
Taylor expansion of the Ai terms around x ¼ 0 and then perform the angular integration; this yields the results
Z
π
0
dθsin2θ cos θA0ðx; y; θÞ ≈
3
2
πy3fðyÞΔðyÞ2½2ΔðyÞf0ðyÞ þ fðyÞΔ0ðyÞ;
Z
π
0
dθsin2θ cos θA1ðx; y; θÞ ≈
5
4
πyΔ2ðyÞ½yf0ðyÞ − fðyÞ;
Z
π
0
dθsin2θ cos θA2ðx; y; θÞ ≈
π
8
½5yð2ΔðyÞf0ðyÞ þ Δ0ðyÞfðyÞÞ þ 11fðyÞΔðyÞ;
Z
π
0
dθsin2θ cos θA3ðx; y; θÞ ≈
π
4
x2
y3
fðyÞ½yf0ðyÞ − fðyÞ: ð4:13Þ
Suppose now that we are interested only in solutions of
the BSE (4.11) that are well behaved in the IR.5 Then, we
see that the non-negative y powers appearing in the first
three terms render them IR stable, provided that the form
factor f displays at most a loglike divergence (recall that for
all ξ studied the gluon propagator saturates in the IR).
Indeed, numerically these terms drive the solution to
acquire a positive IR value, B01ð0Þ > 0. On the other hand,
the term A3 is far more restrictive; IR finite solutions can be
only achieved for f such that
fðyÞ½yf0ðyÞ − fðyÞ ¼ c; fðyÞ ¼ 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cþ ðc1yÞ2
q
;
ð4:14Þ
where c > 0 and c1 is an integration constant. Thus, we see
that, within the approximations employed, the presence of
the term A3 makes the BSE incompatible with an IR
divergent f.
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we carry out a detailed numerical analysis
of the BSE in (4.11), which controls the formation of the
massless bound state.
In order to solve numerically this homogeneous integral
equation, it is convenient to convert it to an eigenvalue
problem; in particular, one writes
B01ðxÞ ¼ λ
Z
~Kðx; y; θÞB01ðyÞ; ð5:1Þ
where the extra parameter λ acts as an eigenvalue, B01ðxÞ
represents the corresponding eigenvector, and the kernel ~K,
together with the corresponding integration measure, may
be straightforwardly deduced from Eq. (4.11). Evidently, in
order to recover the original integral equation, we are
looking for nontrivial solutions corresponding to the
eigenvalue λ ¼ 1. However, notice that, due to the homo-
geneity of the BSE, if a solution B01ðxÞ exists, then it is clear
that the family of function cB01ðxÞ, where c is any real
constant, are also equally acceptable solutions. The way to
resolve this ambiguity is by supplementing the BSE with a
judiciously chosen boundary condition.
To understand the origin of the boundary condition that
we will use, let us first point out that the gluon propagators
composing the kernel of (4.11) will be treated as external
objects, in the sense that we will use for them a fit to the
4Note that in writing A2 we have used that ðz − xÞ2 ¼
y2ð1þ
ffiffi
x
y
q
cos θÞ2 in order to cancel a factor of y2 that appeared
in the denominator; this final form of A2 turns out to be more
appropriate for the numerical treatment of the resulting equation.
5In principle, an IR divergent B01 could still lead to a finite
value for the integral (3.8); we will nevertheless exclude this case
from our analysis.
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data obtained from the lattice simulation of [55], corre-
sponding to the gluon propagators Δðq2; ξÞ with
ξ ∈ ½0; 0.5. As discussed in [55], the IR finiteness of
the gluon propagator persists also in the ξ ≠ 0 cases; thus,
a physically motivated fit describing the data is given by
(see Fig. 5)
Δ−1ðq2;ξÞ¼m2ðq2Þ
þq2

1þ CA
32π2

13
3
−ξ

g21 ln

q2þρ1m2ðq2Þ
μ2

;
mðq2Þ¼ m
4
0
q2þρ2m20
; ð5:2Þ
with g21, ρ1, ρ2 andm0 fitting parameters, whose best values
are reported in Table I.
Let us now assume that a solution B01ðxÞ has been found
(with λ ¼ 1) using a givenΔðq2; ξÞ as input into Eq. (4.11),
together with an Ansatz for the function fðzÞ (see dis-
cussion below); then, within the approximations employed,
the constant c is uniquely determined by demanding that
the “input” and “output” values for Δ−1ð0Þ coincide,
namely
c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ−1ð0; ξÞ=I1ð0Þ
q
; ð5:3Þ
where I1ð0Þ is the four-dimensional Euclidean version of
Eq. (3.8),
I1ð0Þ ¼
3CA
32π2
Z
∞
0
dy½yΔðyÞ2B01ðyÞ: ð5:4Þ
The next issue to address is the role of the vertex form
factor fðzÞ, which enters (quadratically) in the kernel of
Eq. (4.11) through Eq. (4.3). Given that the main purpose of
introducing fðzÞ is to account for deviations of the three-
gluon vertex from its tree-level value, it is natural to first
inquire what happens if we set fðzÞ ¼ 1, i.e., assume that
Γ ¼ Γð0Þ. In order to set the stage, let us point out that the
strong charge αs appearing in ~K is defined in the momen-
tum subtraction (MOM) scheme, which has been used for
the renormalization of the propagatorsΔðq2; ξÞ. Within this
scheme, and for μ ¼ 4.3 GeV, the value of the strong
charge has been estimated to be αs ¼ 0.22; the determi-
nation of this value entails a subtle combination of four-
loop perturbative results, nonperturbative information
included in the vacuum condensate of dimension two,
and the extraction of ΛQCD from lattice results of the ghost-
gluon vertex in the Taylor kinematics [79].
Then, with fðzÞ ¼ 1, our numerical analysis reveals that,
in order to obtain nontrivial solutions (with λ ¼ 1), one has
to choose a different value of αs for each value of ξ; in fact,
αs increases as ξ is varied from 0 to 0.5, ranging from 0.23
to 0.26 (see Fig. 6, right panel). The corresponding
solutions of the BSE are shown in the left panel of
Fig. 6. This departure of αs from the MOM value of
0.22 quoted above may be considered more than acceptable
given the approximate nature of the BSE studied, as well as
the theoretical uncertainties entering in the analysis of [79].
Moreover, a nontrivial dependence of αs on ξ is expected
on theoretical grounds, given that the MOM β function
depends explicitly on ξ (see, e.g., [80] and references
therein).
Let us now turn to the main thrust of our analysis and
allow fðzÞ to vary. Specifically, we will fix αs to a given
value (e.g., at 0.22) for all ξ and ascribe the residual ξ
dependence to the vertex form factor fðzÞ. In doing so, and
according to the discussion in Secs. I and IV, one must
distinguish two qualitatively different cases, depending on
the IR behavior of the fðzÞ that is employed at the point of
departure, namely in the Landau gauge. In particular, we
will consider (i) two IR finite Ansätze for fðzÞ, denoted by
f1ðzÞ and f2ðzÞ, and (ii) one Ansatz denoted by f3ðzÞ,
which diverges logarithmically in the IR.
(i) When fðzÞ is IR finite, a priori one does not expect
dramatic changes in the type of solutions obtained from the
BSE as ξ is varied. In fact, the additional strength that one
must supply to the kernel in order to fulfil the condition
FIG. 5. The gluon propagator for ξ ¼ 0 through ξ ¼ 0.5
obtained from the fit (5.2) to the lattice data of Ref. [55] using
the parameters reported in Table I. In order to expose the
saturation value at zero, the momentum scale in the abscissa is
turned from logarithmic to linear after the vertical dashed line.
TABLE I. Fitting parameters employed in Eq. (5.2).
ξ g21 ρ1 ρ2 m0 [MeV]
0 5.60 26.63 1.96 391
0.1 5.70 24.16 2.03 404
0.2 5.73 22.05 2.03 411
0.3 5.86 19.89 2.16 426
0.4 5.91 18.54 2.10 427
0.5 6.01 19.67 1.99 417
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λ ¼ 1 as ξ increases [which, when fðzÞ ¼ 1, is accom-
plished by raising αs] originates from an appropriate
variation of fðzÞ. That being the case, one would expect
that the dependence of fðzÞ on ξ will turn out to be
relatively mild (at least for the range of ξ that we consider),
since, qualitatively speaking, one ends up distributing the
square root of the excess strength over a function that
ranges from zero to infinity.
In order to explore the veracity of this expectation
numerically, we fix indeed αs ¼ 0.22 and employ the
two aforementioned Ansätze, f1ðzÞ and f2ðzÞ, which dis-
play different behaviors both at low and intermediate
momenta but are both finite at the origin.
Let us start with the simplest case, setting
f1ðzÞ ¼

1þ ð0.5ξþ aÞ
1þ z=z0

1=2
; ð5:5Þ
with a ¼ 0.055 and z0 ¼ 1 GeV2. On the top left panel of
Fig. 7 we show the shape of this form factor for different
values of ξ. Clearly, we see that f1 does not deviate
considerably from unity: it has a maximum at z ¼ 0 (which
increases for higher values of ξ) and tends monotonically to
1 in the ultraviolet region. The corresponding solutions of
the BSE are shown on the top right panel of the same figure.
One observes a mild dependence on the gauge fixing
parameter: all B01 display a maximum in the region located
around 1 GeV, whose height increases for decreasing
values of ξ.
As a second model for the three-gluon vertex form factor
let us consider the function
f2ðzÞ ¼

1þ aðξþ bÞ exp

−2ðz − z0Þ
ω2

1=2
; ð5:6Þ
where a¼ 0.32, b¼ 0.1, z0 ¼ 1.0 GeV2 andω ¼ 2.5 GeV.
The resulting shapes for the different values of ξ are shown
on the left bottom panel of Fig. 7; one sees again the
presence of a maximum and a nonvanishing value at z ¼ 0,
the main difference with respect to f1 being that now the
behavior is not monotonic. The corresponding solutions of
the BSE are shown on the bottom right panel of the same
figure, where we see no qualitative (and almost no
quantitative) change in their behavior with respect to the
previous case.
(ii) The third and final form factor f3 is motivated by
recent nonperturbative studies of the three-gluon vertex in
the Landau gauge [68–74]. Specifically, in certain kin-
ematic limits characterized by a single momentum scale,
the vertex form factors display in the IR the so-called zero
crossing, followed by a negative logarithmic divergence at
the origin. However, particular care is needed with such a
form factor away from the Landau gauge; in fact, when
ξ ≠ 0, all Ai terms in the BSE (4.11) are active, and, since
such a form factor would violate the condition of
Eq. (4.14), B01ðxÞ will be IR divergent.
Thus, the behavior of f3 will be modeled according to
f3ðzÞ ¼ a

1þ b ln zþm
2
μ2
þ c ln zþ dξ
μ2
þ e m
2ðz − μ2Þ
ðzþm2Þðμ2 þm2Þ

; ð5:7Þ
where a ¼ 1.64, m ¼ 0.124 GeV, b ¼ e ¼ −5.30,
c ¼ 5.40, and d ¼ 0.005 GeV2. Evidently, in the Landau
gauge this expression displays the expected logarithmic IR
divergence (and, in addition, reproduces well the lattice
data of [73]), whereas, when ξ ≠ 0, only a zero crossing is
present, and f3 saturates at a finite value (left panel of
FIG. 6. Solution of the BS equation (5.1) obtained in the tree-level case fðzÞ ¼ 1 (left) and the corresponding value of the strong
coupling αs evaluated at the renormalization scale μ ¼ 4.3 ½GeV (right). Notice the quadratic dependence of the coupling on the gauge-
fixing parameter ξ, with αsðξÞ ¼ 0.227þ 0.098ξ − 0.064ξ2 (solid line in the right panel).
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Fig. 8). The corresponding solutions are shown in the right
panel of the same figure; one observes that B01 is slightly
suppressed with respect to the previous cases as a result of
the large negative IR values acquired by f3.
Finally, to better appreciate the reduced sensitivity of the
BS solutions to variations in both the gauge-fixing param-
eter as well as the form factors employed, in Fig. 9 we
compare the fi with the corresponding B01.
FIG. 8. The ξ dependence for the three-gluon vertex model, f3ðzÞ, given in Eq. (5.7) (left panel) and the corresponding solution for the
BS equation (4.11) (right panel).
FIG. 7. The ξ dependence of the form factors f1ðzÞ (top left) and f2ðzÞ (bottom left) and the corresponding solution of the BSE (4.11)
obtained for αs ¼ 0.22 (top and bottom right).
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VI. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
At first sight, the BSE depicted in Fig. 3 appears to be
identical to the corresponding equation used in pure Yang-
Mills theories to describe the formation of a glueball out of
two gluons (see, e.g., [81,82]). This observation, together
with the fact that massless solutions have indeed been
found in our numerical treatment of the BSE, may raise the
question of whether a massless glueball could also exist in
the physical spectrum of the theory. However, no such state
has ever been identified in any of the studies presented in
the literature [81–84].
The way to resolve this apparent contradiction is by
recognizing that, despite their pictorial resemblance, the
BSE of the colored state and that of the (color singlet)
glueball are, in fact, rather different.
To appreciate the reason for that, remember that the
color structure of the amplitude describing the formation
of the massless colored state is given by Babcαβ ðq; r; pÞ ¼
fabcBαβðq; r; pÞ [the fabc has been suppressed in the
definition given in Eq. (2.5)]; evidently, the colored bound
states form part of the nonperturbative three-gluon vertex
and appear inside the gluon self-energy through the typical
diagram shown in the upper panel of Fig. 10 (see also Fig. 5
in Ref. [60]), leading to the infrared finiteness of the gluon
propagator. On the other hand, the corresponding color
singlet amplitude describing the formation of a glueball (no
color) has the form Bbcαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ δbcBαβðq; r; pÞ. Clearly,
no such state could propagate inside the gluon propagator,
as can be directly deduced from the diagram in the lower
panel of Fig. 10. Note that the difference in the color
structure affects the symmetry properties of Bαβðq; r; pÞ
and Bαβðq; r; pÞ under the exchange α↔ β and r↔ p
and, ultimately, their behavior at q ¼ 0. Specifically, the
properties of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are a direct result of the
full Bose symmetry of the vertex and the fact that
fabc ¼ −facb; instead, the Bose symmetry in the case of
Bbcαβðq; r; pÞ yields the relation Bαβðq; r; pÞ ¼ Bβαðq; p; rÞ,
and, unlike Bαβð0;−p; pÞ, the amplitude Bαβð0;−p; pÞ
does not have to vanish.
It turns out that the aforementioned differences in the
color structures between the two amplitudes induce serious
modifications in the form of the two BSE equations, which
may therefore have entirely different types of solutions. In
fact, whereas the BSE describing the pole formation is
written in terms of B01 [precisely due to Eq. (2.9)], in the
glueball case the BSE involves B1.
To get an idea of the type of differences appearing in the
glueball BSE, we may repeat some of the basic steps
presented in Sec. IV, now using the Bmnαβ ðq; r; pÞ instead of
FIG. 10. The colored bound states appearing in the non-
perturbative three-gluon vertex (upper panel) and the vanishing
contribution of the color singlet bound state (glueball) to the
gluon self-energy (lower panel).
FIG. 9. Variation of the three-gluon vertex form factors fiðzÞ (left) and the corresponding BSE solutions B01ðrÞ (right) when varying
the gauge-fixing parameter. Notice the relative small variations of the solutions when compared to the changes in the vertex form factors.
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Bamnαβ ðq; r; pÞ. In particular, the equivalent of Eq. (4.1) reads
(one may now set q ¼ 0 directly)
Bmnαβ ð0; r;−rÞ ¼
Z
k
Bbcγδ ð0; k;−kÞΔγρðkÞΔδσðkÞKbmncραβσ
× ð−k; r;−r; kÞ; ð6:1Þ
where the lowest-order expansion of the four-gluon BS
kernel K is also represented by the diagrams (b1), (b2) and
(b3) shown in Fig. 4. In doing that the tree-level diagram
(b1) reduces to
ðb1Þ→ −iCAg2δmn
Z
k
Bγδð0; k;−kÞΔγρðkÞΔδσðkÞ
× ð2gρσgαβ − gρβgασ − gραgβσÞ; ð6:2Þ
which is evidently symmetric under the exchange of indices
α↔ β contrary to what happens to Eq. (4.2). Thus, after
the multiplication by the projector PαβðrÞ the contribution
from graph (b1) does not vanish.
In addition, the diagrams (b2) and (b3) read
ðb2Þ þ ðb3Þ →
1
2
g2CAδmn
Z
k
Bγδð0; k;−kÞΔγρðkÞΔδσðkÞ
× ½f2ðk − rÞΓð0Þρμαð−k; k − r; rÞΓð0Þσνβðk; r − k;−rÞΔμνðr − kÞ
− f2ðkþ rÞΓð0Þρμβð−k; kþ r;−rÞΓð0Þσναðk;−r − k; rÞΔμνðkþ rÞ; ð6:3Þ
where the difference in the numerical factor with respect to
Eq. (4.5) [1=2 instead of 1=4] is due to the fact that distinct
color identities need be employed in each case. Note finally
that the term ðr · kÞ=r2 would not appear in the equation
equivalent to Eq. (4.7), given that the origin of this term is
the Taylor expansion of B1 around q ¼ 0, which is not
necessary now.
In summary, it should be clear from the above discussion
that, due to the differences in the two dynamical equations
induced by the color structures, one may not infer the
formation of massless glueballs from the corresponding
formation of colored bound states.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work we have studied the dynamical
formation of massless bound-state excitations by means of
a homogeneous linear BSE, in order to establish the
applicability of a particular gluon mass generating mecha-
nism away from the Landau gauge. The BSE in question
has been derived for general values of the gauge-fixing
parameter and was subjected to a number of simplifying
assumptions that reduce its complexity. One of the main
simplifications has been to retain only the form factor B1,
thus converting the would-be system of coupled BSEs into
a single integral equation, whose kernel has been sub-
sequently approximated by a dressed version of its lowest-
order graphs. The main ingredients composing this kernel
are the lattice data of [55], used for the gluon propagators,
and certain simple Ansätze that model the (ξ-dependent)
form factor fðzÞ of the three-gluon vertices.
The structure of the ξ-dependent terms contributing to
the kernel reveals the need to distinguish between IR finite
and IR divergent versions of fðzÞ. When the fðzÞ employed
is IR finite, the detailed numerical study of this BSE reveals
a continuity in the type of solutions that can be obtained as
one varies ξ, which, in turn, may be interpreted as an
indication that the departure from the Landau gauge is
smooth and stable. Instead, if one starts out with a
logarithmically divergent fðzÞ, one may obtain a perfectly
acceptable solution for the BSE in the Landau gauge, but
this ceases to be true as ξ departs from zero. The way
around this problem was to postulate that, away from the
Landau gauge, fðzÞ turns IR finite, in which case one finds
again well-behaved nontrivial solutions.
This last point requires particular attention, because, if
taken at face value, it would seem to suggest that if an
independent calculation could conclusively establish that
the IR divergent nature of fðzÞ persists away from the
Landau gauge, then the mass generation mechanism
realized through the dynamical formation of massless
excitations ought to be ruled out or at least drastically
revised. Conversely, one may say that if one accepts the
lattice results of [55] as valid and attributes their origin to
the aforementioned mechanism, then the IR finiteness of
fðzÞ seems to be an inescapable conclusion. However, no
such strong claims can be made at present, given the
approximate nature of the kernel of the BSE, coupled with
the fact that certain terms [e.g., terms of type (iib)] have
been discarded for the sake of algebraic expedience.
Given the above discussion, it would certainly be
interesting to inquire what kind of mechanism might make
fðzÞ IR finite away from the Landau gauge. To that end, let
us first recall [68] that the Slavnov-Taylor identity of the
three-gluon vertex relates, in a rather intricate way, the
behavior of fðzÞ to that of the ghost propagator, Dðq2Þ,
whose dressing function Fðq2Þ ¼ q2Dðq2Þ is IR finite in
the Landau gauge [5,6]. If one were to move away from the
Landau gauge, the aforementioned connection between
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these two quantities is likely to persist, given that the
Slavnov-Taylor identity maintains its form for all values of
ξ; however, as has been shown in [56], away from the
Landau gauge a qualitative change takes place in the IR
behavior of the ghost dressing functions, which, instead of
saturating to a constant value, approaches to zero very
slowly (similar conclusions were also reached in [85]). It is
therefore plausible that this particular difference in the
behavior of the ghost dressing function might eventually
account for the corresponding change in fðzÞ.
There are a number of potential improvements that
could strengthen the conclusions of this preliminary
exploration, at the expense of adding various layers of
technical complexity to the problem at hand. For instance,
one may retain the form factor B¯3 in Eq. (3.8) and attempt
to construct a system of coupled BSEs involving both B1
and B¯3. In addition, one may introduce vertex form factors
with more complicated momentum dependence, given that
the f is in reality a function of three kinematic variables,
rather than a single one, as was supposed for simplicity
here.
A rather interesting possibility would be to refrain from
using the lattice data for the gluon propagators as input to
the BSE and study instead the system of equations formed
when the BSE is coupled to the SDE of the gluon
propagator, given in Fig. 1. One advantage of such an
approach is that it would allow one, at least in principle, to
extend the analysis to values of ξ > 0.5 and in particular
reach the Feynman gauge, ξ ¼ 1. From the technical point
of view, this endeavor would entail the explicit derivation
of the gluon SDE for a general ξ, a task that is still pending,
at least within the framework employed in [51,60,61].
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